
Useful Search 
Operators

What it does Google
popular search 

engine, but 
sporadic in China

Yahoo
Works in China

Bing
Works in China

Blekko
focus on quality not 

quantity, human 
curation, slashtags 

filtering, custom 
search

sporadic in China

DuckDuckGo

Private searching, 
no filter bubble, 
focused goodies

quotes ( “ ” ) Use quotes to search for a phrase. 
Quotes glue words together; there can 
be additional words before or after the 
phrase, but the phrase will always stay 
together in the results.

Example: [“we are the world”]

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

minus ( - ) Eliminate irrelevant results.
There must be a space before the minus 
sign. There must not be a space 
between the minus sign and the word 
you want to eliminate.

Example: [tesla -coil] or [mullet -
hairstyle]

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

OR Use OR to expand search options to 
include more than one way of 
expressing an idea.

Example: [jazz OR blues]

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

site: This will only search sites you specify. 
You can put web addresses here, or just 
the domain extensions (gov, edu)

Example:  [copyright 
site:commonsensemedia.org] or 
[copyright site:gov]

✔ ✔ ✔ [xyz ebay.com /site] ✔
or [!facebook]

also [region:uk]
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filetype: This will search only for the kinds of file 
types that you want.
Example: [gorillas filetype:.pdf] or 
[“Chinese New Year” filetpye:.jpg]

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

inurl: This will search for pages where your 
specified word is in the URL.
Example: [elephant inurl:animals] will 
bring sites like www.mbgnet.net/sets/
grasslnd/animals/eleph.htm 

✔ ✔ ✔ tbd seems to work

intitle: Searches for pages that have your 
specified word in the title of the 
document.
Example: [elephants intitle:wonder] will 
bring a page called “Wonder of 
Elephants”

✔ ✔ ✔ tbd ✔

wildcard ( * ) Takes the place of a missing word ✔ tbd tbd tbd tbd

whois Find out who owns a website. Use this 
expression combined with a web 
address. it will lead you to a variety of 
sites (another click) that can give your 
the information. http://
www.domainwhoisinfo.com is a good 
one, but there are many.
Example: [whois zagat.com]

✔ tbd tbd tbd tbd

http://www.domainwhoisinfo.com
http://www.domainwhoisinfo.com
http://www.domainwhoisinfo.com
http://www.domainwhoisinfo.com
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tilde ( ~ ) synonym
Example: [~energy]

Works in some 
cases, but not 
necessary (it’s 

automatic)

tbd tbd tbd tbd

define Example: [define:poignant] ✔ works, but 
differently

works, but 
differently

[xyz /define] ✔
between 
number ( .. )

Search between a range of numbers
Example: [War 1939..1945] ✔ tbd tbd tbd tbd

related: Shows pages related to the web page 
you specify.
Example: [related:jango.com]
Also consider website: 
similarsitesearch.com, www.similicio.us/

✔ tbd tbd [abc.com /similar] tbd

link: Shows pages that link to that URL. ✔ tbd tbd tbd tbd

sort by date n/a use the dropdown 
menus

tbd tbd [xyz /date] [sort:date]

http://www.metacrawler.com/ - dogpile.com - searches different search engines like google and yahoo
duckduckgo - private, no tracking, no localization
blekko.com - human curated slashtags, high quality, no spam
search.creativecommons.com - find freely usable stuff
similarsitesearch.com OR similico.us - enter a website that you like, and this will find others like it

http://www.similicio.us
http://www.similicio.us
http://www.metacrawler.com
http://www.metacrawler.com
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